
RFID, YOUR ROAD FOR 
business simplicity
Radio Frequency IDentification is a new and emerging technology that helps humans identify other 
humans or machines remotely. This technology can be embedded within smart devices so they can identify 
and communicate with each other autonomously. This fact releases humans from the burden of the daily 
lengthy and intensive tasks. What makes RFID even more attractive for clients is its ability to o�er wireless 
identification techniques. Hence, machines can remotely identify other machines and humans without the 
need for any physical contact, thus making any task easier, faster and even more flexible.

Tragging sarl provides the market with a number of solutions for both small and large corporations. 
Products o�ered by our company rely on the new identification technologies known as RFID or Radio 
Frequency IDentification. 
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Today, due to the Fixed Assets Management and Tracking Solutions we propose, managers will be able to 
trace their company’s assets in a simple click. Our solution, based on RFID technology, will allow them 
accomplish this process promptly and at a low-cost.

Handling Fixed Assets is a major concern and an important process that mid-sized to large-sized companies 
conduct regularly within their management tasks. Several aspects force these companies to track their assets. 
Conducting this process helps managers to: 

THE NEED FOR TANGIBLE

01 Verify on a regular basis if the fixed assets are 
physically present on the company’s premises; 

02 Ensure that an asset is present in its previously 
defined location (room, hall, etc.); 

03 Control the quality and condition of the fixed 
assets; 

FIXED ASSETS MANAGEMENT 

04 Trace the maintenance contract & expenses of 
each property; 

05 Track the due dates of Guarantees and 
Warranties; 

06 Organize the Amortization Schedules for each 
Fixed Asset. 
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Pure RFID System: Our system is not only compliant 
with RFID but it is even built and based on this emerging 
technology.
 
Integrated with Quickbook: This system is compliant 
with any accounting software available on the market.

Bulk Entries: For example, users can execute multiple 
assets acquisitions processes simultaneously.

User Friendly: In order to help our customer take full 
advantage of our o�ered system, the solution we 
propose relies on the Visual Interaction with the user. It 
uses a Color Indicator based approach and it projects all 
information on a distinguished dashboard.

Import from Excel: Users can import all data from 
Excel sheets with a simple maneuver.

Multi-User level: This solution can be granted to several 
users simultaneously and di�erent authorizations can 
be given to each user.

Full F1 help Button: In one click on the F1 button, users 
can obtain full and detailed help documents.

Multi Assets Structure: A user can specify and adjust 
the structure of the Fixed Assets Management operation 
upon his needs. For example, he can track the assets 
starting with the building then by story then by rooms 
in each story or simply by checking the department.

The Fixed Assets Management package that we 
propose combines several hardware and software 
components that can be customizable upon our 
customers’ requirements and criteria. 

TRAGGING sarl  
offers a full “solution 
package” for Fixed Assets
Management 

& Tracking Solution

MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES OF OUR
Fixed ASSETS MANAGEMENT


